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The Q.West Collection
Cutting-edge future chic 

Ultra-modern cool, a bold signature for your digital life. The Q.West Collection immediately jumps out, giving your 
beloved tech gadgets a fresh fashion statement. Urban design unites 21st-century fabrics with bold, expressive colors 
and irresistible touchability.

Designed for the fashion-technoistas of the world.

Shelby
Lightweight Backpack

Shelby has secrets. Classic design on the outside, but cunning compartments on the 
inside mean individual homes for your notebook and iPad, plus oodles of room for 
everything else. The ultra-light Shelby, in premium semi-gloss microfine nylon, has 
water-sealed technical zippers to keep Shelby’s secrets safe.

MSRP $195.00 USD

Comes in 5 hip colors.
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2Black Olive Blue Purple Red
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Jimmy
Perfect Travel Companion

Weekend trips to the cottage—or anywhere else—are streamlined with Jimmy. 
Designed in soft, microfine nylon, with multiple inner compartments, Jimmy 
carries your work and personal belongings everywhere…in impeccable style.

MSRP $260.00 USD
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Arrives in 3 classic colors.

Grey Olive Black
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Mini Jimmy
Everyday Partner

City life lightens with Mini Jimmy. Made with premium microfine nylon, 
Mini Jimmy is the featherweight way to hold your mobile devices and other 
everyday needs, keeping pace with the 9 to 5…and beyond.

MSRP $180.00 USD
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Available in 4 classic colors.

Black Olive Purple Grey

Sling
A Stylish Ride

Free up life with the unique, asymmetrically cut Sling. Challenging the boundaries of portable 
carriers, Sling lends retro-modern detailing and serious protection to your iPad and other stuff.  
A mobile phone pocket in front adds to ease of travel; semi-gloss premium microfine nylon  
adds to the compelling contour.

MSRP $125.00 USD
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Comes in 5 vibrant colors.

Black Olive Blue Purple Red

Downtown Stroll

This bag was made for walking. And for carrying just about everything. The supple, 
sophisticated Taylor Tote is wonderfully lightweight, with comfy padded shoulders. 
And, best of all, its multiple interior pockets neatly compartmentalize mobile 
devices and other essentials. Made in high-gloss, premium Italian nylon, Taylor Tote 
goes downtown.

MSRP $185.00 USD

Taylor Tote
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Comes in 5 chic tones.

Black Red Olive Purple White

Summit 13 and 15
Space-Age Sexy

Space-age, but cozy. Summit 13 and 15 is all that, in quilted high-gloss Italian nylon. 
Fashioned for the 13” and 15” notebook, Summit’s playful padding also ensures ample 
protection. And a detachable messenger strap ensures you get to strut your stuff.
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Arrives in 6 fashionable tones.

Black Red Blue Olive Purple White

Summit 15
MSRP $150.00 USD

Summit 13
MSRP $120.00 USD
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Summit
Space-Age Sexy

Take iPad to the Summit! It’s where you find purely magnetic style matched with compact, 
padded protection. High-gloss Italian nylon + futuristic flare = you and your iPad on the way up.

MSRP $ 95.00 USD
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Comes in 6 luscious colors.

Black Red Blue Olive Purple White
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3 Degree
A Practical Solution

With a bold yet straightforward look that’s a perfect fit for any style, 3 Degree easily gets 
you from point A to point B. Made in Italian microfine nylon, 3 Degree stores your iPad 
softly and safely.

MSRP $ 80.00 USD
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Comes in 5 confident tones.

Black Red Blue Olive Purple

Lil Keeper
Small Wonder

Capture the moments with the handy, multi-purpose Lil Keeper. The pinnacle of lightweight and 
compact, this cushioned Italian nylon pouch comes with a lanyard, ensuring your camera or mobile 
device is ready for action.

MSRP $ 49.99 USD
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Arrives in 5 cute colors.

Black Red Blue Olive Purple

Razor Back
A Brand New Cut

The ultimate statement for the irrepressibly hip, Razor Back boldly deconstructs the backpack 
tradition. Multiple pockets cleverly turn this super-slim, high-gloss nylon carrier into a whole 
universe: transport your notebook, iPad and other electronics in one fashionable take.

MSRP $160.00 USD

20Stands out in black.

Bookworm
Classic Fold

A classic design in genuine leather defines Bookworm for iPad. All corners of your iPad are well secured 
with taut, superior-strength elastic. A microfiber pad firmly cushions your iPad from below.

MSRP $ 99.99 USD
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Comes in 4 beautiful colors.

Black White Blue Brown

Bookworm SE
Modern Fold

A highly crafted folio with a unique, supple texture, Bookworm Special Edition (SE) uses premium hi-tech 
leather to heighten its appeal. Your iPad is secured on all corners with taut, superior-strength elastic, and 
cushioned beneath with a microfiber pad.

MSRP $125.00 USD
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Comes in 3 handsome colors.

Silver Titanium Blue
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Memo
Modern Notes

The clearly contemporary Memo is beautifully crafted in resilient hi-tech leather. A slim sleeve 
with a strong, elastic belt secures your iPad. Plus Memo has a bonus feature—its internal 
microfiber lining frees your iPad of dust with each use.

MSRP $110.00 USD
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Comes in 5 radiant colors.

Pink Blue Silver Black Titanium
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Monty
Sealed With Sophistication

Monty seals the deal for your iPad. In post-modern, vegan leather, Monty elegantly 
encloses your iPad with two studs that firmly hold everything in place. And its interior 
microfiber lining frees your iPad of dust with each use.

MSRP $ 49.99 USD

28Comes in handsome black.
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Ballistic
Moving Targets

With the constant commuter in mind, the Ballistic was designed to hold your iPad in place—and in 
style. Water-sealed technical zippers and tough ballistic nylon safely shield your iPad wherever you 
go. Plus a strong elastic belt keeps things snug.

MSRP $ 90.00 USD
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Comes in 2 handsome hues.

Black Pewter

3231

iSkin Company Pro�le: iSkin Partner Opportunities
Become an iSkin Reseller.

iSkin emerged as a design force at the onset of the portable digital music revolution, creating visually arresting 
accessories starting with the very first iPod in 2002. In fact, iSkin helped launch an entire industry devoted to stylishly 
protecting some of the world’s most vital personal assets.

As a privately held Canadian company with international branches and an internal R&D team, we have the luxury of 
focusing on what we do best: creating top quality, innovative protective solutions and premium electronic accessories. 
Fueled with the tenacity to create industry-leading, top quality, fashion-forward protection for mobile devices, iSkin was 
born. From there, and through innovations in design and manufacturing, we are now able to offer truly unique,  
fashion-inspired products to the modern consumer. 

iSkin products are loved by millions of gadget consumers—technoistas—and are found in over 70 countries around  
the world.

iSkin Inc. engages in mutually beneficial partnerships with select reseller partners worldwide who benefit from 
delivering iSkin’s inspired line of cool, chic and innovative products to their networks, channels and customers.

Approved reseller partners enjoy the business rewards of linking into one of the industry’s most established, trusted 
and admired digital lifestyle brands. They also receive ongoing support, service and guidance from iSkin’s dedicated 
and experienced sales, marketing and management team.

If you’re interested in becoming a valued iSkin partner, you’re invited to learn more about our unique partner 
opportunities at:

www.iSkin.com/partners


